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HOLOMORPHIC GERMS ON BANACH SPACES* by SOO BONG CHAE

Introduction.
Let E and F be complex Banach spaces, U a non-empty open subset of E and K a compact subset of E. The concept of holomorphy type 0 between E and F, and the natural locally convex topology %^ 0 on the space S^ (U ; F) of all holomorphic mappings of a given holomorphy type 0 from U to F were considered first by L. Nachbin in his monograph [N6] . Motivated by [N6], we introduce the locally convex space S^CK ; F) of all germs of holomorphic mappings into F around K of a given holomorphy type 6 and study its interplay with XQ (U ; F). If E is infinite dimensional, a study of the locally convex space S^Q (U ; F) is by no means straightforward.
The organization of the paper is as follows : In the chapter on preliminaries, we have included statements of basic definitions and results from [N6] for convenience of reference.
In Chapter 2 the locally convex space S^ (K ; F) is introduced. Let £> 0 be a real number. We denote by S^gQJ ; F) the vector subspace of S^Q (U ; F) consisting of those mappings / such that 11/11, = £ £" sup 1--^/001 <°°. w=o xeu II m! \\Q Then S^gOJ ; F) is a Banach space with respect to the norm || Hgg . We define the natural locally convex topology on HCy (K ; F) by considering ^(K ; F) as the inductive limit of Banach spaces S€Q^(U ; F), Bounded sets, compact sets and Cauchy filters in !f€(K , F) and g^ (K ; F) are characterized in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively. In Chapter 4 the Nachbin inequalities play an important role.
The main result is presented in Chapter 6. The following problem has been considered : When does %^^ = ^,0 on S^QJ ; F) ? The topology %^ Q is discussed in Chapter 5, which is the projective limit of the topology on 9€ff(K; F), for all compact subsets K of U with respect to the linear mapping 3^ (U ; F) -> ^(K ; F). The two topologies are identical for every open subset of E if dim E < °°. If dim E = °°, then we prove that they are equal for every open subset of E satisfying the 0-Runge property. Applying this result, we prove that HCeW ; F) is complete for %^^ if U satisfies the 0-Runge property. This has been done by characterizing bounded subsets, compact subsets and Cauchy filters of ^(K ; F), and proving the completeness of9e,(K;F).
We also have the following results in Chapter 7. If dim E = oo, then 96 (U ; F) and 96 (K ; F) are neither Montel, nor Schwartz, nor nuclear spaces. If E is reflexive and there exists a non-compact mlinear mapping from E"" to F, then neither 96 (U ; F) nor 9e(K ; F) is reflexive. In particular, if E is a Hilbert space, then 96 (U ;F) or 96(K ; F) is reflexive if and only if dim E < o°. If E is not reflexive, then both 96(U ; F) and 3€(K ; F) are not reflexive. If E is separable, then 3€(V ; F) is bomological if and only if every sequentially continuous semi-norm on 9€ (U ; F) is continuous.
Preliminaries.
For the convenience of the reader, we devote this chapter to the compilation of several basic facts and definitions in [N6] .
The letters E and F will denote two complex Banach spaces, U a non-empty open subset of E, K a compact subset of E. By m and n we mean natural numbers 0, 1, 2,... . The open and closed balls with center $ and radius p in E are denoted by Bp(^) and B ($), respectively. For a subset X of E, we set where x^ ,. .. , Xy^ are elements in the closed unit ball of E. We denote by G^E ; F) the vector subspace of ^(^E ; F) consisting of symmetric w-linear mappings of E'" into F. ffyC^E ; F) is a Banach space with respect to the induced norm by the norm of ff^E ; F). We shall let J?(°E ; F) = ^(°E; F) = F as a Banach space. A continuous m-homogeneous polynomial P from E to F is a mapping P : E -^ F for which there is some A C J^E ; F) such that P(x) = AJC^ = A(x ,. .. , x) for every x G E, where x is repeated m times, m ^ 0 ; P(x) = Ax° = A, m = 0. We denote by ^CE ; F) the Banach space of continuous m-homogeneous polynomials from E to F endowed with the norm IIP || =sup||P(x)|| where x are elements in the closed unit ball of E. The mapping AEJ^EiF) ^ AeQ^EsF), where A(x) = A^, establishes a vector space isomorphism and a homeomorphism of the first space onto the second one. A continuous polynomial P from E to F is a mapping P : E -> F for which there are m and P^Egi^EiF), k = 1,. .. , m, such that P = ?i + • • -+ P^ . This representation is unique. We denote by %(E ; F) the vector space of all continuous polynomials from E to F.
A power series from E to F about { G E is a series in x E E of the form t P^-S) where P^ G^E ; F). The P^ are called the coefficients of the power series. The radius of convergence of a power series about f is the largest real number r, 0 < r < oo , such that the power series is uniformly convergent on every B^({) for 0 < p < r. The power series is said to be convergent if its radius of convergence is strictly positive.
A mapping /: U -> F is said to be holomorphic on U if, corresponding to every ^ E U, there is a convergent power series from E to F about $, fW= I P^^-S).
m=0
The sequence (P^) is then unique at every point $. We refer to this convergent power series as the Taylor series of / about {. 3S (U : F) denotes the vector space of all holomorphic mappings from U to F We set A holomorphy type Q from E to F is a sequence of Banach spaceŝ (^E ; F), the norm on each of them denoted by || \\Q , such that the following conditions hold true : 1) Each S^E ; F) is a vector subspace of ^(^E ; F) ; 2) %0(°E ; F) coincides with %(°E ; F) as a normed vector space ;
3) There is a real number a > 1 for which the following is true : Given any k, m, k < m, x G E, and P E^^E ; F), we have
(We call a the holomorphy constant).
It is immediate that each inclusion mapping
<KQ (""£;?) ^SiC^F)
is continuous and || P || < (^ || P \\Q \\ x IF .
A given /E S^U ; F) is said to be of holomorphy type 0 at $EU if 1) d'"/(0<= S^E ; F), for every m ; 2) There are real numbers C > 0 and c > 0 such that
Moreover, / is said to be of holomorphy type 6 on U if / is of holomorphy type 0 at each point of U. We shall denote by 3€ Q (U ; F) the vector space of all mappings of holomorphy type 0 on U.
Q always denotes a holomorphy type from E to F.
The current holomorphy type from E to F is the holomorphy type Q for which S^E ; F) = ^S^E ; F) for every m as a normed space. Then a^OJ ; F) = 3€(U ; F).
A semi-norm p on ^^(U ; F) is said to be ported by a compact subset K of U if corresponding to every real number £ > 0 and open subset V of U containing K there is a real number c(£, V) > 0 such that
for every / e9^(U ; F). It is equivalent to saying that a semi-norm p on 9€ (U ; F) is ported by a compact subset K of U if for every open subset V of U containing K there corresponds a real number c(V) > 0 such that P(/XC(V) sup H/OOII xeV for every f^9€(\J; F). The compact'6-ported topology on ^(U ; F) is defined by the family of semi-norms ported by compact subsets of U. We denote this topology by ^^ Q . In the theory of holomorphy type Q other than the current one, the classical Cauchy inequalities are not valid. As a substitute for these inequalities the following inequalities are indispensible in the study of the compact-0-ported topology %^, Q on S^ (U ; F) and the natural topology on 96^ (K ; F) yet to be defined in the next chapter.
Nachbin inequalities. -Let/e 3^(U ; F), X C U, and B^(X) C U with p > 0. Then
where a > 1 is the holomorphy constant. We omit 6 whenever our objects are for the current holomorphy type.
Topology on the spaces SS^K ;F).
In this chapter we define the natural locally convex topology on the space of holomorphic germs of holomorphy type 6. 2.1. DEFINITION. -Let H(K ;F) be the set of all F-valued mappings which are holomorphic on some open subset of E containing K. Two mappings /^ and /^ in H(K ; F), defined on open subsets Vâ nd U^ , respectively, are said to be equivalent modulo K if there is an open subset U of E containing K and contained in both U^ and U^ such that f^ (x) = /^ (x) for every x in U. Each equivalence class is referred to as a holomorphic germ on K, or a current holomorphic germ on K. We denote by / the equivalence class modulo K determined by /. The quotient space of 96 (K ; F) with respect to this relation will be denoted by S€(K; F). 9€(K ; F) becomes a vector space over C if we define Then the inclusion mappingŝ e(U;F) ^3e,g (U;F)
are continuous. Therefore, the sequence of Banach spaces defines the natural topology on S^Q (K ; F).
PROPOSITION. -^(K ;F) is a bomological, barrelled and (DF)-space.
Proof. -The inductive limit of bomological (respectively, barrelled) spaces is also bomological (respectively, barrelled). Therefore, (K^F) is both bomological and barrelled. 9e0(K;F) is also a (DF)-space as a countable inductive limit of (DF)-spaces.
Current holomorphic germs.
Attention is now restricted to the space 36(K;F) of current holomorphic germs on a compact subset K. The natural locally convex topology on 3€(K ; F) is described, in a simpler way, by means of the Banach spaces SS^U ; F) rather than the Banach spaces SC^g^F). We then characterize the bounded subsets, compact subsets, and Cauchy filters in 9e(K;F) in terms of ^(U ; F) and show that 3e(K ; F) is complete.
PROPOSITION. -The natural topology on 9€(K; F) is equal to the inductive limit of the topology on ^"(U ; F), for all open subsets U of E containing the compact subset K, with respect to the natural linear mapping 9€°(V ; F) -> 96 (K ; F).
Proof. -For each open subset U of E containing K and each real number £ > 0, the following inclusion mappings are continuous for any holomorphy type 6 :
This fact and 2.6 prove the proposition.
Let G be a vector space, (E^^ a family of locally-convex spaces. Let T\ be a linear mapping from E^ to G for each X € I. Equip G with the inductive limit topology of E^ with respect to T\ for all X€I. For T\(E^) is a vector subspace of G and the topology on E^ can be transferred to T\(E^) by taking as neighborhoods in T\(E^) the images of neighborhoods of E^ by T\. Then G is also the inductive limit of its vector subspaces T^(E^) with respect to the inclusion mappings. In the sequel, we consider only one topology on T^(E^), namely, the transferred one without specification. 
c)
There exists an open subset U of E containing K such that X is contained and bounded in Tu9e°°(U ; F).
Proof. -Since the implication c) =^ a) is clear, we prove the rest. a) =» b). Let SC be bounded in 96 (K ; F). Then every continuous semi-norm on 96 (K ;F) will be bounded on X. Let a = (a^) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that (c^,) 1^ -^ °°. We define a semi-norm p^ on 9€(K ; F) by
here / is a representative of /. It is well-defined since every /€ / will take the same value on K. For every open subset U of E containing K, py o Ty is a continuous semi-norm on 9e°°(U ; F) by the Cauchy inequalities. Therefore, py is continuous on 3€ (K',F) . Hence p^ is bounded on X for every sequence a described above. This implies that there exist real numbers C > 0 and c > 0 such that
for every /eSC, /e/, and m.
b) =^ c). Assume that b) holds true. We choose a real number p > 0 such that pc < 1. Since K is compact, we may cover K with a finite number of open balls B^ ($"),. .^, B^(^) all centered in K. LetJJ be the union of these balls. Let J ^X and / a representative of /. Then the Taylor series of / about { converges uniformly on Bp(^) whenever $ is a point of K since
if x E Bp({p, for some / = 1,.. ., n. Then ^ is holomorphic on U. We may assume that / is defined and holomorphic on some open subset V of U. Thus, f(x) = g(x) for every x E V. Hence g is equivalent to / modulo K, i.e., f = /. Furthermore, sup||^(jc)||<C/(l-pc) .
xeV Therefore, SC is contained and bounded in TyS^CU ; F).
Proof. -Let (U^) be a fundamental sequence of open neighborhoods of K. Then the natural topology on 3€(K ; F) is the inductive limit of the topology on 3e°°(U^ ; F), for all m by the same argument as in 2.7. Let <B^ be the closed unit ball ofa^U^ : F) for every m. Let (A^) be a Cauchy sequence in ^'(KiF). For each / E 9e(K ; F), the sequence ((A^ , 7)) is Cauchy in C. Let A be the pointwise limit of (A^). Then A is continuous and linear. Thus, Se'd^F) is complete. [H, 2,6] ) there exists a sequence (X^) of positive real numbers such that the sequence (X^7^) is bounded in 3€ (K ;F). This is absurd because of 3.2.c. 
PROPOSITION. -Every bounded subset of 9€(K ; F) is metrizable.
Proof. -Let X be a bounded subset of^CK ; F). Then there exists an open subset U of E containing K such that : a) 9C is contained and bounded in the Banach space 'T^3€°°(y ;F) ; b) Every Cauchy filter in SC is a Cauchy filter in the space Tu^OJ ; F) by 3.8.
On the other hand, the normed topology on Tu9e°°(U ; F) is finer than the induced one by the natural topology on S€(K; F). Therefore, every Cauchy filter in the Banach space Tu3e°°(U ; F) is also a Cauchy filter in H€(K ', F). Therefore, the two topologies are equivalent on X. Hence, 3C is metrizable.
PROPOSITION. -The space !J€(K; F) is complete.
Proof. -Since 9€(K; F) is a (DF)-space by 2.8, it is sufficient to show that 9€(K; F) is quasi-complete. (Cf. [GR, 1.4]). Let SC be a bounded closed subset ofS^QS. ; F). Then there exists an open subset U of E containing K such that a) and b) of the proof of 3.9 hold true. Since the natural linear mapping Ty is continuous, SC is closed in the Banach space Tu9e°°(U ; F). Therefore, X is complete for the normed topology of I^SC^^U ; F). On X the two topologies are equivalent, and hence X is complete in 9€(K ; F).
0-holomorphic germs.
In this chapter, we generalize results obtained in Chapter 3 to the space S^CK ; F). For each result stated in terms ofSC^W ; F), the corresponding statement concerning S^g (U ; F) is also valid. In the theory of 0-holomorphy type other than the current one, the classical Cauchy inequalities are not true in general. Therefore, the proofs adopted in Chapter 3 can not be carried over to this chapter unless we modify them using the Nachbin inequalities.
We will omit proofs which are obvious modifications of corresponding ones in Chapter 3. 
c) There exist an open subset U of E containing K and a real number e > 0 such that X is contained and bounded in the Banach space Tu9€^(U;F).
Proof. -We will show only b) =^ c). Assume that b) holds true. We choose real numbers p > 0 and £ > 0 such that o(p + £) c < 1. We cover K with a finite number of open balls B (^),.. . , Bp(^) all centered in K. Let U be the union of these balls. As in the proof b) =^ c) of 3.2, for every / € X, there exists a mapping g E 9^ (U ; F) such that 7 == ?. Thus X is contained in Ty^CU ; F). By 4.1,
for every / G5C, and /E /. Therefore, X is contained and bounded in the Banach space Tu^C^U ; F). Since X is relatively compact at every point of K, it is relatively <^> compact at each ^., 7 = 1,. . . , n. Let (/^) be a sequence in X. Then it is possible to select a subsequence, call it again (/^), with the following property. There is an integer M > 0 such that if p and q > M, then 
Topologies on the space S^ (U ; F).
If E is finite dimensional, then the natural locally convex topology on the space 9€(V ; F) is the topology %o induced on it by the compact-open topology on the space <S (U ; F) of all continuous Fvalued functions on U. If E is infinite dimensional, %Q is not the natural topology on the space S^U ; F). One of many reasons is that the differential operator d"^ of order m, for any m = 1, . . . , is not continuous for the topology %o . Nachbin [N6] has considered the topology %^ on 3€(V ; F). It is a generalization of the topology %Q . In fact, %o C ^ ; %o == ^o; if and ^y if E is finite dimensional, or F = 0. Let ^Q^ denote the compact-open topology on ^(U ; F).
SOO BONG CHAE
We have seen that the natural topology on 9€ff(K;F) is the inductive limit of the topology %^ Q on ^C^L^F), for all open subsets U of E containing K. In this chapter and the following one, we will study the topology %^ Q on S^ (U ; F) through the natural topology on fl^CK ; F), for all compact subsets K of U.
5.1. DEFINITION. -Let U be a fixed open subset of E. The topology %^ Q on SCff (U ; F) is defined as the projective limit of the natural topology on S^CK ; F), for all compact subsets K of U, i.e., the coarsest locally convex topology on S^^U ; F) for which the natural linear mappings T^ : /ea^QJ ; F) ^ 7 E ^(K ; F) are continuous. Proof. -It is immediate that c^c^c^, ;%^c%Î t remains to show that %^ ^ C %^ ^ . Let K be a compact subset of U. Then the semi-norm p described in 5.3. is defined and continuous on the Banach space SC^gtV ; F), for all open subsets V of U containing K and all real numbers £ > 0. Let q be a semi-norm on S^ (K ; F) defined by (K ; F) ; /G /. Then <y is well-defined and continuous on (K ; F). It is clear that q o T^C/) = ?(/) for every /E ^(U ; F). Therefore, p is continuous onS^QJ ; F) for the topology %^ g , and hence, %^ C%^ . Then (B C Q, and hence, 6 is a%^-neighborhood ofO. But this is absurd since ^+1 is not continuous for the topology %^ . Thus, %" ^ %^ . Proof. -We apply the Corollary to Proposition 3 in [H, 2.11] here.
Order the family of all compact subsets of U by set inclusion. If K C J, then the natural inclusion 9e,(J;F) ^ 9e,(K;F) is continuous. Since 96 ^(K ; F) is separated for any compact subset K of U, it suffices to show that if 7 belongs to every 9^ (K ; F), for all compact subsets K of U, then / belongs to 9^(11 ; F) for some f^-f. This is clear. Since each 960 (K ; F) is complete by 4.9. we conclude that 9^(11; F) is complete for %^ Q . Proof. -It is a consequence of 5.6 and 5.9.
Runge property.
Classically, in the complex plane C, a compact subset K of U is said to be U-Runge if the image of 96 (U) under the linear mapping Tu : 9e(U) -^ 96 (K) is dense in the space 96(K). In this chapter, we extend this concept to an arbitrary Banach space E and obtain a sufficient condition for %^ e = %cj e ' 6.1. DEFINITION. -A compact subset K of U is said to be (6 , U)-Runge if for every real number £ > 0 and open subset V of U containing K, there exist a real number 6 = 6(£, V), 0 < 6 < £, and an open subset W = W(V , e) of V containing K such that given any / in 9€ff^(y ; F) there is a sequence (/^) in Se^V ; F) 0 30^ (W ; F) converging to/in the sense of S^g (W ; F). U is said to satisfy 6-Runge property if every compact subset of U is contained in some (6 , U)-Runge compact subset of U. Proof. -We need to show that %^ Q C %^ ^ . Since U satisfies 0-Runge property, the topology ^ ^ on 9^(11 ;'F) is determined by the family of all semi-norms on HCy (U ; F) ported by (0 , U)-Runge compact subsets of U. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider only (Q , U)-Runge compact subsets of U in this proof.
Let K be a (6 , U)-Runge compact subset ofU. Let/Ege^K ; F). Then there exist a real number £t > 0 and an open subset V of U containing K such that a representative of 7, say /, comes from 9^6 (V ; F). Since K is (Q , U)-Runge, corresponding to £ and V, there exist a real number 6, 0 < 6 < £, and an open subset W of V containing K such that for the mapping /, there is a sequence (/^) in (U ; F) nSe^(W ; F) converging to / in the sense of3e^(W ; F). Let p be an arbitrary semi-norm on 9€ Q (U ; F) ported by K. Then there exists a real number c(8 , W) > 0 such that
Therefore, limp(f^) exists as m -^ °°. Define a semi-norm q on ^^(K ;F) by
if / EffC^K ; F) is such that a representative of / is the limit of a sequence (/",) in 9^ (U ; F) 0 96^ (W ; F) in the sense of 96^ (W ; F). It is easy to check that q is a well-defined semi-norm onS^K ; F).
To show that the semi-norm p is continuous onS^^U ; F) for the topology % ^ ^ , it is sufficient to show that q is continuous on (K;F) since * P(/)=^(TK(/)),/E^(U;F) .
By 2.8, it suffices to show that q is sequentially continuous. /-h/ Let (/",) be a sequence in SC^K ; F) converging to 0. By 4.6, there exist a real number £ > 0 and an open subset V of U containing K such that (/^) is contained and converges to 0 in Ty^e^ F ) For each m choose f^ G a^gCV ; F) with /^ G 7^ . Then the sequence (/^) converges to 0 in S^eCV ; F)-8y 6.1, corresponding to £ and •oo/ -^.(^ ; F) is a closed subspace of ^E ; F). Proof. -If ae(U) satisfies one of these properties, then its closed subspace E' satisfies the same property. A normed space satisfies one of these properties if and only if the dimension is finite. Therefore, the necessity is proved. The sufficiency is classical. The same argument proves the proposition for 9€(K).
PROPOSITION. -// E is not reflexive, then neither 9€(V) nor 3€(K) is reflexive. If E is a Hilbert space, then 96(U) or 96 (K) is reflexive if and only if dim E < oo.
Proof. -Ifa^U) orae(K) is reflexive, then the closed subspace E' is also reflexive. Therefore, E is reflexive. This proves the first part.
If E is a Hilbert space and 3€(\J) or 9€(K) is reflexive, then the Banach space S^E) is reflexive for every w. Let ^^E) and S^E) be the Banachspaces of continuous nuclear and integral mhomogeneous polynomials on E respectively. By the Borel transformation defined by we have : Tese^E/ H-TG^E') ; TE^C^E/ ^ TES^E') 1^)=^^), <^GE' , S^E)' ^^E') ; S^E/ ^ ^CE 1 ) .
(Cf. [G, III] and [Dl, 3.2] ). Now we have CEY ^ %!('"£') ^ ^NC^) .
a^E'V ^ ^CE") c^ ^CEY' = S^E) for every w. Put E = E". Then we obtain CE) ^a^E).
If E is infinite dimensional, the identity mapping on E is not compact, that is, there is a noncompact continuous 2-linear mapping on E since J^E) ==^(E ;E') and E = E'. Thus, neither 3€ (U) nor 9€(K) is reflexive. If E is finite dimensional, then both 9€(V) and 3€(K) are Montel, and hence reflexive. Proposition 7.6. does not seem to be true for Banach spaces. We give a possible counter-example, a Banach space E which is reflexive and infinite dimensional such that every continuous w-linear mapping on E is compact. (Compare with the preceding proof).
Let p and q be reals such that 1 < q < p < oo ; (l/p) 4. (i/q) = iL et E = / p , the Banach space of complex sequences (x^) satisfying
Then, E is an infinite dimensional reflexive Banach space. Furthermore, j^E) = K^E). This fact can be shown easily by induction on m using the following : every continuous linear mapping from / p to / r is compact if 1 < r < p < oo (Cf. [P, Theorem 1 ] or [R, Theorem A2] ); E is separable ; TGJ^E) if and only if T : E -> e^-^E) is compact.
PROPOSITION, -Let E be separable. Then 9€(V ; F) is barnological if and only if every sequentially continuous semi-norm on
9€(V ; F) is continuous.
Finally we discuss the independence of the Mackey convergent condition and the bomological property.
If E is a Banach space of nonmeasurable cardinal, then it is realcompact. (Cf. [GJ, 15.24] Let E be separable. Then 9C (U) with respect to the topology %" is a non-bornological space which satisfies the Mackey convergence condition.
The following example will show that a bomological space may not satisfy the Mackey convergence condition. Let G = R 10 ' 11 . Then G is a bomological space if we endow G with the product topology since a nonmeasurable product of bomological spaces is also bomological by the Mackey-Ulam theorem. Let T be a one-to-one mapping from [0, 1] onto the set of all sequences of positive real numbers. Define a sequence (x^) in G by [Ch] S.B. CHAE, Sur les espaces localement convexes de germes holomorphes, C.R. Ac. Paris, 271 (1970) , 990-991.
